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A bike makes the difference
With bicycles we improve access to health care, education and income   	MORE DETAILS →
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With bicycles we improve access to income generation   	MORE DETAILS →
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With bicycles we improve access to education   	MORE DETAILS →
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With bicycles we improve access to health care   	MORE DETAILS →

 





                   
                      
        
    


         

               
   
        
         
    
        
            
            
                
   

            	 
	 
	 
	 


        
    

        
    

            
               

        
    


    





    	Cycling out of Poverty – A Bike Makes The Difference
			[image: Bike4School]

Cycling out of Poverty supports students, health volunteers, farmers and small entrepreneurs with bicycles to improve access to basic needs and services as education, health care, work and income. We believe that a bicycle makes a difference in this world and is a huge contributor to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Our mission is to improve livelihood of African families by making bicycles and other mobility aids (such as wheelchairs, bicycle ambulances and cargo bikes) accessible and available for everyone in Africa. 

Every person has a right to fair and equal access to income, education, health care and food. It is unacceptable that still 1 on every 5 people lives in extreme poverty (less than € 1 per day). Also these people should have a chance to have a fair access to income opportunities, health care, education and food. But accessibility to these basic needs and services is for many people in Africa a huge challenge. In areas where most people rely on walking a bike makes the difference. A bicycle can break the vicious circle of poverty because it offers people in Africa the opportunity to climb (or cycle) out of poverty. 

We are committed to support these people in need, with bicycles and other mobility aids. We combine our charity efforts through our growing number of  fundraising affiliate members in the North  and our social enterprises Bikeventures and  Green Hub Shop in Kenya and Uganda to distribute more bicycles and other mobility aids.
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                        	Bike4All: Create bicycle eco-system

	MORE DETAILS
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                        	Bike4Work: Entrepreneurship

	MORE DETAILS


                               

							   
								
With this bicycle I can visit more markets to sell my tomatoes. It has enabled me to sell more and even save time.

Pheobe Atieno Awino,

farmer in Kenya								
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                        	Bike4School: Education

	MORE DETAILS


                               

							   
								
It helped to save the life of my sister who was bitten by a snake and was rushed to hospital by bicycle. Without a bicycle she could be dead.

Okia Charles,

student in Uganda


								

								
                        
                    


                    
      
		

	Partners of Cycling out of Poverty
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	Corporate partnering
			Without the support of companies CooP-Africa cannot help entrepreneurs, students and health workers in Africa with bicycles. Become partner of CooP-Africa with your company, organisation or club.

>> More about corporate partnering



		

	Start your fundraiser
			Bring your community together, cooperating to organise fundraising events. Involve local schools, businesses, and faith groups. Sponsored bake sales, walks and bike rides, competitions and dinners, are all fun ways to raise money and awareness. 

>> Register your fundraiser here 

		

	Volunteer in Africa
			To achieve our goals we like working with volunteers and interns. Are  you thinking of doing volunteer work, internship or graduation with Cycling out of Poverty for instance in Kenya or Uganda? Check out the positions we currently have available. 

>> More about volunteering

		

	Donate
			Your donation enables students to perform better in school, health volunteers to visit more patients, patients to get to hospital quicker, farmers to access markets and small entrepreneurs to multiply their income

>> Donate now

		



    
    

    
    

    






        
        

    
        
    
    
      
   

    
        
        	Contact
			Cycling out of Poverty Netherlands

Cycling out of Poverty Belgium

Cycling out of Poverty United Kingdom

Cycling out of Poverty Kenya

Cycling out of Poverty Uganda


		

	Why the bicycle?
			The bicycle provides possibilities for better access to income, education and health, and improves the socioeconomic position of African families. Besides, the bicycle is an environmentally-friendly mode of transport which provides opportunities for a sustainable society.
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